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Contrast-enhanced ultrasonography using Sonazoid� is useful
for diagnosis of malignant ovarian tumors: comparison
with Doppler ultrasound
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Abstract

Purpose The purpose of this study was to assess the

usefulness of Sonazoid�-enhanced ultrasonography (US) in

the diagnosis of ovarian cancer in comparison with

Doppler US.

Methods Twenty-five ovarian tumor patients who were

scheduled to undergo surgery were recruited for this study.

The day before the operation, each patient was evaluated

with color and power Doppler and baseline US during

intravenous infusion of Sonazoid. Each lesion was classi-

fied as ‘‘benign’’ or ‘‘malignant’’ on the basis of specific

criteria for a Doppler signal or Sonazoid-enhanced pattern.

The reference standard was the histology of surgically

removed adnexal tumors.

Results Twenty patients were diagnosed with malignant

tumors (invasive cancer, n = 15; metastatic cancer, n = 1;

borderline tumor, n = 4), and the remaining five were

diagnosed with benign tumors. Sonazoid-enhanced US

correctly depicted the presence or absence of intratumoral

blood flow in all patients with an accuracy of 92 %. Color

Doppler ultrasound depicted the malignancies with an

accuracy of 64 %, and power Doppler ultrasound depicted

them with an accuracy of 76 %.

Conclusion Our study suggests that Sonazoid-enhanced

US is superior to conventional color Doppler US for the

diagnosis of malignant ovarian tumors, but not to power

Doppler US. The data and their interpretation in our study

should be taken with some degree of caution because of the

small number of subjects. Further studies involving a larger

sample size would be needed to confirm these findings.
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Epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) has the poorest prognosis

of gynecologic malignancies. The correct characterization

of adnexal masses is important for optimal patient man-

agement. Imaging methods, particularly ultrasound (US)

imaging, are almost always used to determine the nature of

a mass [1]. The blood vessels that supply malignant tumors

have morphologic and hemodynamic characteristics that

differ from those observed in benign tumors.

Recently, in the case of hepatic tumors, contrast-

enhanced US with an intravenous contrast agent has been

demonstrated to depict tumor vascularity sensitively and

accurately thanks to advances in US instruments and

contrast agents [2–4]. The perfluorocarbon microbubble

(Sonazoid�) is a second-generation contrast agent that

contains perflubutane within a hard shell. The purpose of

this study was to assess the usefulness of Sonazoid-

enhanced harmonic US for the diagnosis of ovarian

malignancies in comparison with Doppler US findings.

Institutional review board approval was obtained for this

study, and written informed consent was obtained from all

patients.

Twenty-five patients strongly suspected of having an

ovarian tumor after conventional US examinations were

referred for enhanced transvaginal US examination using

intravenous Sonazoid injection between February 2010 and
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March 2011 at Nagoya University Hospital, Japan. The day

before the operation, all patients were examined with

Sonazoid-enhanced US as well as color and power Doppler

US in this study. US was performed using the Aplio XG

(Toshiba Medical Systems, Tokyo, Japan) and a vaginal

probe (3.5–7 MHz). The machine setting for color Doppler

was PRF, 4–10; wall motion filter, 3; FIO, on; CDI-MAP,

5; data no., 1; MAE, 2; CDI-Psel, 1; FrameInterplat, 2;

CDI-TimeSmooth, 2; SpatialSmooth, 2; and Balance, 14.

The machine setting for power Doppler was PRF, 4–10;

wall motion filter, 3; FIO, on; CDI-MAP, 3; Data No., 1;

MAE, 2; CDI-Psel, 1; FrameInterplat, 2; CDI-Time-

Smooth, 3; SpatialSmooth, 2: and Power-DR, 20.

Two physicians reviewed the clips of Doppler US and

Sonazoid-enhanced US off-line in a consensus-based

manner. The likelihood that a lesion represented a vascular

finding was scored by each reader on a 2-point scale: score

1, no blood flow; score 2, positive blood flow. Figure 1

shows representative examples of Sonazoid-enhanced

ultrasound images. To resolve discrepancies between the

two observers, a third observer assessed all discrepant

cases. However, there was no disagreement between the

two observers.

On the basis of subjective evaluation of the Doppler and

Sonazoid-enhanced ultrasound findings (pattern recogni-

tion), the examiner estimated the risk of malignancy.

During scoring, the readers were aware that calculation of

sensitivity would include those lesions assigned a score of

point 2. The results were considered true positives only

when the anatomic sites were matched between the imag-

ing study and the histologic results. Statistical analysis was

performed using the chi-squared test. A p value\0.05 was

considered significant. Data were analyzed using SPSS 19

software (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA).

Ovarian masses were surgically removed in all 25

patients; 20 of these patients had malignant tumors (three

serous adenocarcinomas, four mucinous adenocarcinomas,

two endometrioid adenocarcinomas, six clear cell carci-

nomas, one metastatic tumor, and four borderline tumors),

and five had benign ovarian tumors (two serous cyst ade-

nomas, one mucinous cyst adenoma, one mature cystic

teratoma, and one chocolate cyst) (Table 1). In all cases,

Doppler US and Sonazoid-enhanced US were performed

without any side effect.

The results of color and power Doppler US and Sona-

zoid-enhanced US analysis are shown in Table 2. In dis-

criminating between benign and malignant, the accuracies

of color Doppler, power Doppler, and Sonazoid-enhanced

US were 64, 76, and 92 %, respectively (Table 3). The

accuracy of Sonazoid-enhanced US trended higher than

that of color and power Doppler US, although it was not

Fig. 1 Ultrasound characteristics on Sonazoid-enhanced examination

of a solid projection (right panel B-mode image, left panel Sonazoid-

enhanced image). Sonazoid-enhanced US showed diffuse vasculari-

zation in the solid projection (white arrow) (score 2). The final

histopathologic diagnosis was endometrioid adenocarcinoma

Table 1 Patients, characteristics and pathologic diagnosis

Number 25

Age, years (mean) 15–74 (55)

Pathologic diagnosis

Benign

Serous cyst adenoma 2

Mucinous cyst adenoma 1

Mature cystic teratoma 1

Chocolate cyst 1

Malignant

Borderline tumor 4

Serous adenocarcinoma 3

Mucinous adenocarcinoma 4

Endometrioid adenocarcinoma 2

Clear cell carcinoma 6

Metastatic tumor 1

Table 2

Pathologic diagnosis

Benign Malignant

Color Doppler US

Score 1 6 9

Score 2 0 10

Power Doppler US

Score 1 5 5

Score 2 1 14

Sonazoid-enhanced US

Score 1 5 1

Score 2 1 18

Score 1 no blood flow, Score 2 positive blood flow
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statistically significant. However, there was one false-

positive case using Sonazoid (Fig. 2). In that case, the

ovarian tumor had multiple cysts. Intratumoral capsule

vascularity was detected using Sonazoid, so observers

detected a positive blood flow. The pathologic result was

mucinous cyst adenoma.

Diagnosis of a malignant ovarian tumor requires

assessment of morphologic characteristics as well as

vascularity and enhancement patterns within the lesion. In

the case of ultrasound, the standard approach for the

diagnosis of a malignant ovarian tumor includes only the

use of color and power Doppler US, which is not able to

demonstrate the microvasculature. Thus, in our study, the

accuracy using color and power Doppler US was low.

With the introduction of ultrasound contrast agents like

Sonazoid, assessment of the intratumoral vascularity

pattern became possible. In this study, the malignant

imaging pattern of contrast-enhanced US using Sonazoid

had a higher accuracy for the diagnosis of ovarian

malignancies compared with color and power Doppler

US, although it was not statistically significant. The lack

of a statistically significant difference might have been

due to the small sample size.

A recent study reported that Doppler US was inferior to

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomog-

raphy (CT) in the identification of malignancy [5]. A recent

prospective study conducted by the Radiology Diagnostic

Oncology Group (RDOG) showed that CT and MRI were

equally accurate for diagnosing and staging advanced

ovarian cancer [6]. Studies of contrast CT and MRI have

shown sensitivities of almost 90 % in the diagnosis of

ovarian cancer [7]. However, MRI and CT have some

disadvantages. MRI involves a long acquisition time, bur-

dening patients. CT involves the patients being exposed to

ionizing radiation and iodinated contrast material. CT and

MRI involve waiting times, which can be stressful for

patients. Sonazoid-enhanced US can be performed imme-

diately after standard abdominal ultrasound, and thus a

confident diagnosis can be obtained in approximately

3 min. Further, Sonazoid-enhanced US requires no expo-

sure to radiation or use of nephrotoxic contrast agents, and

the machines are widely available. Sonazoid is a well-

tolerated drug owing to its low rate of mild side effects.

Sonazoid-enhanced US showed a sensitivity of 95 % in the

diagnosis of ovarian cancer. This was superior to the sen-

sitivity for diagnosing ovarian cancer using MRI or CT.

However, this study involved a small number of subjects.

Thus, further studies with larger series of patients are

necessary to clarify the usefulness of Sonazoid-enhanced

US for the diagnosis of benign and malignant ovarian

tumors.

In conclusion, Sonazoid-enhanced US may assist in the

diagnosis of malignant ovarian tumors and offer potential

advantages relative to conventional Doppler US. However,

the data and their interpretation in our study should be

taken with some degree of caution because of the small

number of subjects. Further studies involving a larger

sample size would be needed to confirm these findings.
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Validity

parameters (%)

Color

Doppler US

Power

Doppler US
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NPV 40 50 83

PPV positive predictive value, NPV negative predictive value

* p \ 0.05
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